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Landscape Turned Red
The Battle of Antietam
Houghton Miﬄin Harcourt “The best account of the Battle of Antietam” from the
award-winning, national bestselling author of Gettysburg and Chancellorsville (The
New York Times Book Review). The Civil War battle waged on September 17, 1862,
at Antietam Creek, Maryland, was one of the bloodiest in the nation’s history: in this
single day, the war claimed nearly 23,000 casualties. In Landscape Turned Red, the
renowned historian Stephen Sears draws on a remarkable cache of diaries,
dispatches, and letters to recreate the vivid drama of Antietam as experienced not
only by its leaders but also by its soldiers, both Union and Confederate. Combining
brilliant military analysis with narrative history of enormous power, Landscape
Turned Red is the deﬁnitive work on this climactic and bitter struggle. “A modern
classic.”—The Chicago Tribune “No other book so vividly depicts that battle, the
campaign that preceded it, and the dramatic political events that followed.”—The
Washington Post Book World “Authoritative and graceful . . . a ﬁrst-rate work of
history.”—Newsweek

Landscape Turned Red
The Battle of Antietam
Houghton Miﬄin Harcourt A deﬁnitive study of the climactic and pivotal battle of
Antietam oﬀers a vivid account of the two armies, the soldiers and oﬃcers, and the
bitter, bloody campaign and analyzes the impact of Antietam on the Civil War as a
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whole.

Landscape Turned Red
The Battle of Antietam
Landscape Turned Red
The Battle of Antietam
Chancellorsville
Houghton Miﬄin Harcourt Recounts the Civil War battle at Chancellorsville where
Robert E. Lee scored his greatest victory

Taken at the Flood
Robert E. Lee and Confederate
Strategy in the Maryland Campaign
of 1862
Kent State University Press Harsh attempts to discover what they believed their
responsibilities were and what they tried to accomplish; to evaluate the human and
logistical resources at their disposal; and to determine what they knew and when
they learned it."--BOOK JACKET.

To the Gates of Richmond
The Peninsula Campaign
HMH This account of McClellan’s 1862 campaign is “a wonderful book” (Ken Burns)
and “military history at its best” (The New York Times Book Review). From “the ﬁnest
and most provocative Civil War historian writing today,” To the Gates of Richmond is
the story of the one of the conﬂict’s bloodiest campaigns (Chicago Tribune). Of the
250,000 men who fought in it, only a fraction had ever been in battle before—and
one in four was killed, wounded, or missing in action by the time the ﬁghting ended.
The operation was Gen. George McClellan’s grand scheme to march up the Virginia
Peninsula and take the Confederate capital. For three months McClellan battled his
way toward Richmond, but then Robert E. Lee took command of the Confederate
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forces. In seven days, Lee drove the cautious McClellan out, thereby changing the
course, if not the outcome, of the war. “Deserves to be a classic.” —The Washington
Post

Controversies & Commanders
Dispatches from the Army of the
Potomac
HMH An in-depth look at the Union force that went up against Robert E. Lee, from “a
master storyteller and leading Civil War historian” (Kirkus Reviews). From an awardwinning military historian and the bestselling author of Gettysburg, this is a wideranging collection of essays about the Army of the Potomac, delving into such topics
as Professor Lowe’s reconnaissance balloons; the court-martial of Fitz John Porter;
the Lost Order at Antietam; press coverage of the war; the looting of Fredericksburg;
the Mud March; the roles of volunteers, conscripts, bounty jumpers, and foreign
soldiers; the notorious Gen. Dan Sickles, who shot his wife’s lover outside the White
House; and two generals who were much maligned: McClellan (justiﬁably) and
Hooker (not so justiﬁably). This lively book follows the Army of the Potomac
throughout the war, from 1861 to 1865, painting a remarkable portrait of the key
incidents and personalities that inﬂuenced the course of our nation’s greatest
cataclysm.

Gettysburg
Mariner Books Recounts the events of the pivotal Civil War battle of Gettysburg,
oﬀering a narrative of each moment of the campaign, the lives of oﬃcers and
common soldiers on both sides, and the individual conﬂicts and skirmishes.

Summary of Stephen W. Sears's
Landscape Turned Red
Everest Media LLC Please note: This is a companion version & not the original book.
Sample Book Insights: #1 George McClellan was the commander of the Union forces
during the Civil War. He was chosen to lead the army because he was believed to be
a divinely appointed instrument to save the country. He had climbed life’s ladder
with ease and without pause. #2 McClellan was a great general, but he was also very
successful in forging the Army of the Potomac into a ﬁghting machine. However, he
was not so successful in sustaining the admiration of oﬃcial Washington. #3
McClellan’s early months as commander of the Army of the Potomac were marked by
his arrogance and his thin-skinnedness. He believed that the government was not
giving him the resources he needed, and he didn’t want to risk losing the war by
taking an oﬀensive. #4 The report that McClellan received from Pinkerton, the well-
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known Chicago private detective, estimated that the Confederate army had about
60,000 soldiers. However, his own oﬃcers in the ﬁeld painted a diﬀerent picture.
They estimated that the Confederate army had only 50,000 soldiers.

The Long Road to Antietam: How
the Civil War Became a Revolution
W. W. Norton & Company Describes the political challenges faced by President
Lincoln during the summer after the Emancipation Proclamation, including his
conﬂicts with General George McClellan, that ultimately gave General Robert E. Lee
his best opportunity to win the war.

Crossroads of Freedom
Antietam
Pivotal Moments in American Hi Pulitzer Prize-winning historian McPherson oﬀers a
masterful portrait of the bloodiest single day in American history, the Battle of
Antietam, fought on September 17, 1862.

A Fierce Glory
Antietam--The Desperate Battle
That Saved Lincoln and Doomed
Slavery
Da Capo Press On September 17, 1862, the United States was on the brink, facing a
permanent split into two separate nations. America's very future hung on the
outcome of a single battle-and the result reverberates to this day. Given the deep
divisions that still rive the nation; given what unites the country, too, Antietam is
more relevant now than ever. The epic battle, fought near Sharpsburg, Maryland,
was a Civil War turning point. The South had just launched its ﬁrst invasion of the
North; victory for Robert E. Lee would almost certainly have ended the war on
Confederate terms. If the Union prevailed, Lincoln stood ready to issue the
Emancipation Proclamation. He knew that freeing the slaves would lend renewed
energy and lofty purpose to the North's war eﬀort. Lincoln needed a victory to save
the divided country, but victory would come at a price. Detailed here is the cannondin and desperation, the horrors and heroes of this monumental battle, one that
killed 3,650 soldiers, still the highest single-day toll in American history. Martin, an
acclaimed writer of narrative nonﬁction, renders this landmark event in a revealing
new way. More than in previous accounts, Lincoln is laced deeply into the story.
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Antietam represents Lincoln at his ﬁnest, as the grief-racked president-struggling
with the recent death of his son, Willie-summoned the guile necessary to manage his
reluctant general, George McClellan. The Emancipation Proclamation would be the
greatest gambit of the nation's most inspired leader. And, in fact, the battle's impact
extended far beyond the ﬁeld; brilliant and lasting innovations in medicine,
photography, and communications were given crucial real-world tests. No mere
gunﬁght, Antietam rippled through politics and society, transforming history. A Fierce
Glory is a fresh and vibrant account of an event that had enduring consequences
that still resonate today.

Battle of Antietam
A History From Beginning to End
Hourly History The Battle of Antietam was a turning point in the Civil War. In the
span of several hours, there would be more loss of American life than in any other
battle before or since, leaving one in four of the soldiers who took part either dead or
wounded by the end of the day. Inside you will read about... ✓ Maryland, My
Maryland… ✓ McClellan’s Army ✓ The Opening Gambit ✓ Harper’s Ferry ✓ Dunker
Church & The Woods ✓ The Cornﬁeld ✓ Bloody Lane And much more! What led to
such a disastrous conclusion? And could something positive come from such an
appalling massacre? The focus of the war was about to change. So too was how the
American people viewed war as a whole.

To Antietam Creek
The Maryland Campaign of
September 1862
JHU Press McClellan as commander of the Army of the Potomac through the
Confederate invasion, the siege and capture of Harpers Ferry, the daylong Battle of
South Mountain, and, ultimately, to the eve of the great and terrible Battle of
Antietam.

Gods and Generals
A Novel of the Civil War
Ballantine Books The New York Times bestselling prequel to the Pulitzer
Prize–winning classic The Killer Angels In this brilliantly written epic novel, Jeﬀ Shaara
traces the lives, passions, and careers of the great military leaders from the ﬁrst
gathering clouds of the Civil War. Here is Thomas “Stonewall” Jackson, a hopelessly
by-the-book military instructor and devout Christian who becomes the greatest
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commander of the Civil War; Winﬁeld Scott Hancock, a captain of quartermasters
who quickly establishes himself as one of the ﬁnest leaders of the Union army;
Joshua Chamberlain, who gives up his promising academic career and goes on to
become one of the most heroic soldiers in American history; and Robert E. Lee,
never believing until too late that a civil war would ever truly come to pass. Profound
in its insights into the minds and hearts of those who fought in the war, Gods and
Generals creates a vivid portrait of the soldiers, the battleﬁelds, and the tumultuous
times that forever shaped the nation. BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from
Jeﬀ Shaara's Blaze of Glory.

Antietam
The Soldiers' Battle
Savas Publishing “The best battleﬁeld ﬁrst-person compilation I have read . . . Here it
all is—the tactics, the movement, the truth about warfare.” —The Civil War Times In
Antietam: The Soldiers’ Battle, historian John Michael Priest tells this brutal tale of
slaughter from an entirely new point of view: that of the common enlisted man.
Concentrating on the days of actual battle—September 16, 17, and 18, 1862—Priest
vividly brings to life the fear, the horror, and the profound courage that soldiers
displayed, from the ﬁrst Federal cavalry probe of the Confederate lines to the last
skirmish on the streets of Sharpsburg. Antietam is not a book about generals and
their grand strategies, but rather concerns men such as the Pennsylvanian corporal
who lied to receive the Medal of Honor; the Virginian who lay unattended on the
battleﬁeld through most of the second day of ﬁghting, his arm shattered from a
Union artillery shell; the Confederate surgeon who wrote to the sweetheart he left
behind enemy lines in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania that he had seen so much death and
suﬀering that his “head had whitened and my very soul turned to stone.” Besides
being a gripping tale charged with the immediacy of ﬁrsthand accounts of the
ﬁghting, Antietam also dispels many misconceptions long held by historians and Civil
War buﬀs alike. Seventy-two detailed maps—which describe the battle in the hourly
and quarter-hourly formats established by the Cope Maps of 1904—together with
rarely-seen photographs and his own intimate knowledge of the Antietam terrain,
allow Priest to oﬀer a substantially new interpretation of what actually happened.

The Cornﬁeld
Antietam's Bloody Turning Point
Open Road Media The Civil War battle in western Maryland that killed 22,000
men—and served no military purpose. For generations of Americans, the word
Antietam—the name of a bucolic stream in western Maryland—held the same sense
of horror and carnage that the date 9/11 does for Americans today. But Antietam
eclipses even this modern tragedy as America’s single bloodiest day, on which
22,000 men became casualties in a war to determine our nation’s future. Antietam is
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forever burned into the American psyche as a battle bathed in blood that served no
military purpose and brought no decisive victory. This much Americans know was
true. What they didn’t know was why the battle broke out at all—until now. The
Cornﬁeld: Antietam’s Bloody Turning Point tells for the ﬁrst time the full story of the
struggle to control “the Cornﬁeld,” the action on which the costly battle of Antietam
turned. Because Federal and Confederate forces repeatedly traded control of the
spot, the ﬁght for the Cornﬁeld is a story of human struggle against fearful odds,
men seeking to do their duty, and a simple test of survival. Many of the ﬁrsthand
accounts included in this volume have never before been revealed to modern
readers or assembled in such a comprehensive, readable narrative. At the same
time, The Cornﬁeld oﬀers fresh views of the battle as a whole, arguing that two
central facts doomed thousands of soldiers. This new, provocative perspective is
certain to change our modern understanding of how the battle of Antietam was
fought and its role in American history.

Stonewall Jackson at Cedar
Mountain
Univ of North Carolina Press At Cedar Mountain on August 9,1862, Stonewall Jackson
exercised independent command of a campaign for the last time. Robert Krick
untangles the myriad original accounts by participants on both sides of the battle to
oﬀer an illuminating portrait of the C

A Field Guide to Antietam
Experiencing the Battleﬁeld
through Its History, Places, and
People
UNC Press Books The Battle of Antietam took place on September 17, 1862, and still
stands as the bloodiest single day in American military history. Additionally, in its
aftermath, President Abraham Lincoln issued his famous Emancipation Proclamation.
In this engaging, easy-to-use guide, Carol Reardon and Tom Vossler allow visitors to
understand this crucial Civil War battle in ﬁne detail. Abundantly illustrated with
maps and historical and modern photographs, A Field Guide to Antietam explores
twenty-one sites on and near the battleﬁeld where signiﬁcant action occurred.
Combining crisp narrative and rich historical context, each stop in the book is
structured around the following questions: *What happened here? *Who fought
here? *Who commanded here? *Who fell here? *Who lived here? *How did
participants remember the events? With accessible presentation and fresh
interpretations of primary and secondary evidence, this is an absolutely essential
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guide to Antietam and its lasting legacy.

Lincoln's Lieutenants
The High Command of the Army of
the Potomac
HarperCollins From the best-selling author of Gettysburg, a multilayered group
biography of the commanders who led the Army of the Potomac “A masterful
synthesis . . . A narrative about amazing courage and astonishing gutlessness . . . It
explains why Union movements worked and, more often, didn’t work in clear-eyed
explanatory prose that’s vivid and direct.” — Chicago Tribune The high command of
the Army of the Potomac was a changeable, often dysfunctional band of brothers,
going through the ﬁres of war under seven commanding generals in three years,
until Grant came east in 1864. The men in charge all too frequently appeared to be
ﬁghting against the administration in Washington instead of for it, increasingly cast
as political pawns facing down a vindictive congressional Committee on the Conduct
of the War. President Lincoln oversaw, argued with, and ﬁnally tamed his unruly
team of lieutenants as the eastern army was stabilized by an unsung supporting cast
of corps, division, and brigade generals. With characteristic style and insight,
Stephen Sears brings these courageous, determined oﬃcers, who rose through the
ranks and led from the front, to life and legend. “[A] massive, elegant study . . . A
staggering work of research by a masterly historian.” — Kirkus Reviews, starred
review

George B. McClellan
The Young Napoleon
HMH “Sears has ﬁnally unraveled the mystique of this complex, brilliant Civil War
general . . . A fascinating story” (James M. McPherson, author of Battle Cry of
Freedom). “Commander of the Northern army in the Civil War, Gen. George
McClellan saw himself as God’s chosen instrument for saving the Union. Selfaggrandizing, with a streak of arrogant stubbornness, he set himself above President
Lincoln, whom he privately called ‘the Gorilla.’ To ‘the young Napoleon,’ as
McClellan’s troops dubbed him, abolition was an ‘accursed doctrine.’ Fond of
conspiracy plots, he insisted that the Lincoln administration had traitorously
conspired to set him up for military defeat. Although he constantly anticipated one
big, decisive battle that would crush the South, he squandered one military
opportunity after another, and, if Sears is correct, he was the worst strategist the
Army of the Potomac ever had. Based on primary sources, letters, dispatch books,
diaries, newspapers, this masterly biography is an astonishing portrait of an
egotistical crank who could snatch defeat from the jaws of victory.” —Publishers
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Weekly “Engagingly written and thoroughly researched, Sears’s persuasive critique
is the best and most complete biography of this controversial general.” —Library
Journal “The best biography of McClellan ever published. Sears uses intensive
research, including new material, to document the tormented, wasted military career
of a talented man . . . The enigma of McClellan has never been explained so well . . .
Historians should be grateful.” —The Washington Post Book World

The Battle of Antietam
The Bloodiest Day
History Press (SC) "Through this study, I am attempting to use some of the more
recent scholarship to explain Antietam as a place in time, beyond the combat. In this
book, it is hoped that the reader will come away with a better understanding of the
opposing forces, the Sharpsburg community, the horrible aftermath of the battle and
the history of the formation of the battleﬁeld park"--Page 13.

Landscape Turned Red
Warner Books (NY) This graphic account deals both with the important Battle of
Antietam and the events leading up to it.

Lincoln's Generals
Oxford University Press From the moment the battle ended, Gettysburg was hailed
as one of the greatest triumphs of the Union army. Celebrations erupted across the
North as a grateful people cheered the victory. But Gabor Boritt turns our attention
away from the rejoicing millions to the dark mood of the White House--where Lincoln
cried in frustration as General Meade let the largest Confederate army escape safely
into Virginia. Such unexpected portraits abound in Lincoln's Generals, as a team of
distinguished historians probes beyond the popular anecdotes and conventional
wisdom to oﬀer a fascinating look at Lincoln's relationship with his commanders. In
Lincoln's Generals, Boritt and his fellow contributors examine the interaction
between the president and ﬁve key generals: McClellan, Hooker, Meade, Sherman,
and Grant. In each chapter, the authors provide new insight into this mixed bag of
oﬃcers and the president's tireless eﬀorts to work with them. Even Lincoln's choice
of generals was not as ill-starred as we think, writes Pulitzer Prize-winner Mark E.
Neely, Jr.: compared to most Victorian-era heads of state, he had a ﬁne record of
selecting commanders (for example, the contemporary British gave us such bywords
for incompetence as "the charge of the Light Brigade," while Napoleon III managed
to lose the entire French army). But the president's relationship with his generals
was never easy. In these pages, Stephen Sears underscores McClellan's perverse
obstinancy as Lincoln tried everything to drive him ahead. Neely sheds new light on
the president's relationship with Hooker, arguing that he was wrong to push the
general to attack at Chancellorsville. Boritt writes about Lincoln's prickly relationship
with the victor of Gettysburg, "old snapping turtle" George Meade. Michael Fellman
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reveals the political stress between the White House and William T. Sherman, a
staunch conservative who did not want blacks in his army but who was crucial to the
war eﬀort. And John Y. Simon looks past the legendary camaraderie between Lincoln
and Grant to reveal the tensions in their relationship. Perhaps no other episode has
been more pivotal in the nation's history than the Civil War--and yet so much of
these massive events turned on a few distinctive personalities. Lincoln's Generals is
a brilliant portrait that takes us inside the individual relationships that shaped the
course of our most costly war.

From The Cannon’s Mouth: The Civil
War Letters Of General Alpheus S.
Williams
Pickle Partners Publishing A candidate for the title of “unsung hero” among the Union
generals of the Civil War, Alpheus Williams, “Old Pap” to his men, wrote as
frequently as he could to his family in Detroit of his successes, achievements and
battles during that terrible period of strife. In this engaging collection of his
correspondence he recounts the part he played in the battles both East and West at
Second Bull Run, Antietam, Chancellorsville, Gettysburg, Atlanta and the Savannah
campaign. A kind hearted man, he was deeply aﬀected by the hardships suﬀered by
the common soldiers under his command who he treated with great care and often
sorrow at the awful casualties they suﬀered. Warmly recommended. “Superb war
letters. . . . Old ‘Pap’ Williams possessed an unconscious literary ﬂair that gives
simple style and force to his letters. . . . Milo Quaife has added annotation that will
enlighten the casual reader and satisfy the scholar.”—New York Times Book Review
“Civil War scholars are always grateful for a volume of letters written by a highranking oﬃcer who held important commands in pivotal engagements. . . . A
superior collection. . . . Especially useful to students of the war are his keen, detailed
accounts of Antietam, Chancellorsville, and Gettysburg.”—American Historical
Review

America's Heroes and History
A Brian Kilmeade Collection
Sentinel We cannot understand our future without honoring our past. Brian Kilmeade
helps us do just that as he brings alive some of the most pivotal moments in
American history to a new generation of readers. Now with his bestselling books all
in one place, you can revisit the excitement of these almost forgotten slices of
history time and time again. In the fast-paced, page-turning style millions of readers
have come to know and love, America's Heroes and History is a timeless collection
that promises a thrilling ride through the annals of history - from George
Washington's top-secret spy mission to inﬁltrate the British military, to Thomas
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Jeﬀerson's heroic stand against plundering Muslim pirates, to Andrew Jackson's
miraculous battle to blast open the road to western expansion, to Sam Houston's
pulse-pounding ﬁght for Texas at the Alamo. For everyone who is proud of our
American heritage and who wants to learn more about the history that forged this
nation into the land of the free, the

Shiloh
The Battle That Changed the Civil
War
Simon and Schuster The battle of Shiloh, fought in April 1862 in the wilderness of
south central Tennessee, marked a savage turning point in the Civil War. In this
masterful book, Larry Daniel re-creates the drama and the horror of the battle and
discusses in authoritative detail the political and military policies that led to Shiloh,
the personalities of those who formulated and executed the battle plans, the fateful
misjudgments made on both sides, and the heroism of the small-unit leaders and
ordinary soldiers who manned the battleﬁeld.

The Gettysburg Campaign
A Study in Command
Simon and Schuster The Battle of Gettyburg remains one of the most controversial
military actions in America's history, and one of the most studied. Professor
Coddington's is an analysis not only of the battle proper, but of the actions of both
Union and Confederate armies for the six months prior to the battle and the factors
aﬀecting General Meade’s decision not to pursue the retreating Confederate forces.
This book contends that Gettyburg was a crucial Union victory, primarily because of
the eﬀective leadership of Union forces—not, as has often been said, only because
the North was the beneﬁciary of Lee's mistakes.

The Greatest Brigade
How the Irish Brigade Cleared the
Way to Victory in the American Civil
War
Fair Winds Press "The Greatest Brigade is an exciting journey through the major
battles of the Civil War alongside the members of the famed Irish Brigade. Well
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researched, compellingly written, ﬁlled with fascinating illustrations, and with a story
that holds the reader with a 'bulldog grip,' Thomas Craughwell has written a
regimental history that deserves to be on every Civil War lover’s bookshelf."—Jason
Emerson, author of The Madness of Mary Lincoln and Lincoln the Inventor Faugh a
Ballagh! Clear the Way! This is the story of a band of heroes that covered the Yankee
retreat at Bull Run, drove the Confederates from the Sunken Road at Antietam, and
made charge after charge up Marye's Heights at Fredericksburg. The gallantry of the
Irish Brigade won them the admiration of the high command of both North and
South, earned them seven Medals of Honor, and after the war, went a long way to
helping the Irish assimilate into the American mainstream. Shouting their Gaelic
battle cry, the men of the Irish Brigade charged across the bloodiest battleﬁelds of
the Civil War and into the realm of legend. The Greatest Brigade is a grand narrative
history of these Irishmen who fought in every major battle in the Eastern Theater of
the Civil War, including Bull Run, Antietam, Fredericksburg, Gettysburg, the
Wilderness, and Appomattox. Thomas J. Craughwell, author Stealing Lincoln’s Body
and The Buck Stops Here: The 28 Toughest Presidential Decisions and How They
Changed History, reveals the reasons why thousands of Irish Catholics—the most
despised immigrant group in America at the time—rallied to the Union cause and
proved themselves to be among the most ferocious ﬁghters of the war. He examines
the character of the Irish Brigade’s two most popular commanders, Michael
Corcoran, a man of unshakable principles, and Thomas Francis Meagher, a complex
man with many ﬁne qualities—and almost as many ﬂaws.

The Bloodiest Day
The Battle of Antietam
Time Life Education Depicts the battle along the banks of the Antietam Creek and
examines the military strategies of the Union and Confederate leaders

Antietam National Battleﬁeld
The Grand Design
Strategy and the U.S. Civil War
Oxford University Press Despite the abundance of books on the Civil War, not one
has focused exclusively on what was in fact the determining factor in the outcome of
the conﬂict: diﬀerences in Union and Southern strategy. In The Grand Design, Donald
Stoker provides for the ﬁrst time a comprehensive and often surprising account of
strategy as it evolved between Fort Sumter and Appomattox. Reminding us that
strategy is diﬀerent from tactics (battleﬁeld deployments) and operations
(campaigns conducted in pursuit of a strategy), Stoker examines how Abraham
Lincoln and Jeﬀerson Davis identiﬁed their political goals and worked with their
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generals to craft the military means to achieve them--or how they often failed to do
so. Stoker shows that Davis, despite a West Point education and experience as
Secretary of War, ultimately failed as a strategist by losing control of the political
side of the war. Lincoln, in contrast, evolved a clear strategic vision, but he failed for
years to make his generals implement it. And while Robert E. Lee was unerring in his
ability to determine the Union's strategic heart--its center of gravity--he proved
mistaken in his assessment of how to destroy it. Historians have often argued that
the North's advantages in population and industry ensured certain victory. In The
Grand Design, Stoker reasserts the centrality of the overarching plan on each side,
arguing convincingly that it was strategy that determined the result of America's
great national conﬂict.

That Field of Blood
The Battle of Antietam, September
17 1862
September 17, 1862--one of the most consequential days in the history of the United
States--was a moment in time when the future of the country could have veered in
two starkly diﬀerent directions.Confederates under General Robert E. Lee had
embarked upon an invasion of Maryland, threatening to achieve a victory on Union
soil that could potentially end the Civil War in Southern Independence. Lee's
opponent, Major General George McClellan, led the Army of the Potomac to stop
Lee's campaign. In Washington D.C., President Lincoln eagerly awaited news from
the ﬁeld, knowing that the future of freedom for millions was at stake. Lincoln had
resolved that, should Union forces win in Maryland, he would issue his Preliminary
Emancipation Proclamation.All this hung in the balance on September 17: the day of
the battle of Antietam.The ﬁghting near Sharpsburg, Maryland, that day would
change the course of American history, but in the process, it became the costliest
day this nation has ever known, with more than 23,000 men falling as casualties.Join
historian Daniel J. Vermilya to learn more about America's bloodiest day, and how it
changed the United States forever in That Field of Blood.

Stand Firm Ye Boys from Maine:The
20th Maine and the Gettysburg
Campaign
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The 20th Maine and the Gettysburg
Campaign
Oxford University Press, USA Fought amid rocks and trees, in thick blinding smoke,
and under exceedingly stressful conditions, the battle for the southern slope of Little
Round Top on July 2, 1863 stands among the most famous and crucial military
actions in American history, one of the key engagements that led to the North's
victory at Gettysburg.In this powerfully narrated history, Maine historian Tom
Desjardin tells the story of the 20th Maine Regiment, the soldiers who fought and
won the battle of Little Round Top. This engaging work is the culmination of years of
detailed research on the experiences of the soldiers in that regiment, telling the
complete story of the unit in the Gettysburg Campaign, from June 21 through July 10,
1863. Desjardin uses more than seventy ﬁrst-hand accounts to tell the story of this
campaign in critical detail. He brings the personal experiences of the soldiers to life,
relating the story from both sides and revealing the actions and feelings of the men
from Alabama who tried, in vain, to seize Little Round Top. Indeed, ranging from the
lowest ranking private to the highest oﬃcers, this book explores the terrible
experiences of war and their tragic eﬀect. Following the regiment through the
campaign enables readers to understand fully the soldiers' feelings towards the
enemy, towards citizens of both North and South, and towards the commanders of
the two armies. In addition, this book traces the development of the legend of
Gettysburg, as veterans of the ﬁght struggle to remember, grasp, and memorialize
their part in the largest battle ever fought on the continent.With a new preface and
updated maps and illustrations, Stand Firm Ye Boys of Maine oﬀers a compelling
account of one of the most crucial small engagements of the Civil War.

The Battle of New Orleans in
History and Memory
LSU Press The Battle of New Orleans proved a critical victory for the United States, a
young nation defending its nascent borders, but over the past two hundred years,
myths have obscured the facts about the conﬂict. In The Battle of New Orleans in
History and Memory, distinguished experts in military, social, art, and music history
sift the real from the remembered, illuminating the battle’s lasting signiﬁcance
across multiple disciplines. Laura Lyons McLemore sets the stage by reviewing the
origins of the War of 1812, followed by essays that explore how history and memory
intermingle. Donald R. Hickey examines leading myths found in the collective
memory—some, embellishments originating with actual participants, and others
invented out of whole cloth. Other essayists focus on speciﬁc ﬁgures: Mark R.
Cheathem explores how Andrew Jackson’s sensational reputation derived from
contemporary anecdotes and was perpetuated by respected historians, and Leslie
Gregory Gruesbeck considers the role visual imagery played in popular perception
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and public memory of battle hero Jackson. Other contributors unpack the broad
social and historical signiﬁcance of the battle, from Gene Allen Smith’s analysis of
black participation in the War of 1812 and the subsequent worsening of American
racial relations, to Blake Dunnavent’s examination of leadership lessons from the
war that can beneﬁt the U.S. military today. Paul Gelpi makes the case that the
Creole Battalion d’Orleans became protectors of American liberty in the course of
defending New Orleans from the British. Examining the European context, Alexander
Mikaberidze shows that America’s second conﬂict with Britain was more complex
than many realize or remember. Joseph F. Stoltz III illustrates how commemorations
of the battle, from memorials to schoolbooks, were employed over the years to
promote various civic and social goals. Finally, Tracey E. W. Laird analyzes variations
of the tune “The Battle of New Orleans,” revealing how it has come to epitomize the
battle in the collective memory.

The Shipwreck of Their Hopes
THE BATTLES FOR CHATTANOOGA
University of Illinois Press The author brings to life the decisive Civil War battles
around Chattanooga in 1863, detailing movements of individual regiments and
revealing the impact of Chattanooga campaigns on the downfall of the South and
outcome of the war. UP.

The Maryland Campaign of
September 1862
Volume III: The Battle of
Shepherdstown and the End of the
Campaign
The Battle of Shepherdstown and the End of the Campaign is the third and ﬁnal
volume of Ezra Carman’s magisterial The Maryland Campaign of September 1862. As
bloody and horriﬁc as the battle of Antietam was, historian Ezra Carman—who
penned a 1,800-page manuscript on the Maryland campaign—did not believe it was
the decisive battle of the campaign. Generals Robert E. Lee and George B. McClellan
intended to continue ﬁghting after Sharpsburg, but the battle of Shepherdstown Ford
(September 19 and 20) forced them to abandon their goals and end the campaign.
Carman was one of the few who gave this smaller engagement its due importance,
detailing the disaster that befell the 118th Pennsylvania Infantry and Maj. Gen. A. P.
Hill’s success in repulsing the Union advance, and the often overlooked foray of Jeb
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Stuart’s cavalry to seize the Potomac River ford at Williamsport. Carman also added
a statistical study of the casualties in the various battles of the entire Maryland
Campaign, and covered Lincoln’s decision to relieve McClellan of command on
November 7. He also explored the relations between President Lincoln and General
McClellan before and after the Maryland Campaign, which he appended to his
original manuscript. The “before” section, a thorough examination of the controversy
about McClellan’s role in the aftermath of Second Manassas campaign, will surprise
some and discomfort others, and includes an interesting narrative about McClellan’s
reluctance to commit General Franklin’s corps to aid Maj. Gen. John Pope’s army at
Manassas. Carman concludes with an executive summary of the entire campaign. Dr.
Clemens concludes Carman’s invaluable narrative with a bibliographical dictionary
(and genealogical goldmine) of the soldiers, politicians, and diplomats who had an
impact on shaping Carman’s manuscript. While many names will be familiar to
readers, others upon whom Carman relied for creating his campaign narrative are as
obscure to us today as they were during the war. The Maryland Campaign of
September 1862, Vol. III: The Battle of Shepherdstown and the End of the Campaign,
concludes the most comprehensive and detailed account of the campaign ever
produced. Jammed with ﬁrsthand accounts, personal anecdotes, detailed footnotes,
maps, and photos, this long-awaited study will be appreciated as Civil War history at
its ﬁnest.

Mighty Stonewall
Texas A&M University Press Presents a comprehensive biography of Confederate
General Thomas J. Jackson and traces his life and military career from his childhood
and entrance into West Point, years of teaching at the Virginia Military Institute, Civil
War campaigns, and death after the Battle of Chancellorsville in May of 1963.

Unto this Hour
A Novel
This monumental novel vividly recounts ﬁve long days in Virginia in August 1862,
when an outnumbered Confederate army delivered a smashing blow to Union forces.
From war correspondents, farmers, and slaves to foot soldiers, oﬃcers, wives and
lovers on both sides of the conﬂict, Tom Wicker creates a most memorable cast.
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